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Heat capacity, thermal expansion, and magnetization of ytterbium boride YbB50 were studied at temperatures
0.6–300 K, 5–300 K, and 2–300 K, respectively. We revealed two smooth peaks at about 4.0 and 60 K in the
temperature dependence of the heat capacity. A comparison with the heat capacity of the diamagnetic isostructural
boride LuB50 shows that these anomalies can be attributed to excitations in the ytterbium sublattice (Schottky
anomalies). A scheme for splitting of the ground 2F7/2 multiplet of Yb3+ ions in the crystal field is proposed.
Reliability of the proposed crystal-field energies of the Yb3+ ions is confirmed by the analysis of temperature
dependencies of magnetic susceptibility and magnetization in applied magnetic fields up to 55 kOe. A clear
anisotropy of the thermal expansion and a negative expansion within a wide temperature range (40–185 K) were
observed. Assuming that this anomaly of the thermal expansion in higher borides is caused by the specific thermal
evolution of a crystal lattice observed earlier, in particular, in LuB50, and the interaction of rare-earth ions with
lattice strains, we have determined phenomenological Grüneisen parameters which characterize effects due to
thermal transitions of Yb3+ ions between the ground and excited states. A phase transition of YbB50 to any
magnetically ordered state was not observed down to the lowest temperatures of experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.2.054401
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare-earth borides with the high content of boron RB12,
RB25, RB50, RB66, where R stands for rare-earth metals, have
been known and studied for several decades [1–5]. The most
characteristic feature of the crystal structure of rare-earth high-
boron-content compounds is the presence of B12 cluster in the
boron sublattice. The high bond energy in the boron lattice of
such compounds results in high melting point, hardness, acid-
ity, and small compressibility values [6].RB50 borides were the
first rare-earth compounds with high boron content in which
the unexpectedly strong magnetic interactions in the rare-earth
subsystems were observed [7]. Whereas in theRB66 borides the
transitions/crossovers into the magnetically ordered/spin-glass
states were observed at temperatures about 1 K and below
[8–10], magnetic susceptibilities of RB50 borides show clear
maxima at temperatures of 2–18 K [7,11–13] caused by the
antiferromagnetic interactions. The anomalies of RB50 heat
capacity at low temperatures are characteristic smooth peaks
(humps) of small amplitude which, according to the authors of
Refs. [6,7], point to a certain degree of disorder or possibly
short-range order of magnetic moments of rare-earth ions.
The boron sublattice contains B12 icosahedral chains aligned
along the c axis of the orthorhombic crystal lattice. Rare-earth
ions form ladders along the c axis and are located inside the
peanutlike large cavities in the boron sublattice. The location
of boron atoms in the nearest surroundings of rare-earth ions is
highly asymmetric. In particular, according to crystallographic
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data from Ref. [14], there are 16 boron atoms at the distances
from 2.42 to 3.02 ˚A from each ytterbium ion in YbB50.
These atoms are distributed in such a way that 15 atoms are
between the nearest-neighbor ytterbium ions along a ladder
leg, but ten atoms are in the regions between these ytterbium
dimers. This results in the ability of R3+ ions to take spatially
close but energetically nonequivalent positions between which
they can make transitions. The specific unstable dynamical
systems formed this way result in anomalies in temperature
dependencies of the heat capacity and the unit-cell volume [15].
The crystal-field (CF) impact on thermal properties of RB50
borides was found significant [11–13]. The CF contribution
into the heat capacity Cp(T ) of rare-earth borides induces a
broad anomaly of the Schottky type, but temperature depen-
dencies of the lattice parameters a(T ), b(T ), c(T ) and the
unit-cell volume V (T ) acquire quite a complex shape with
wide temperature ranges of the negative expansion.
The latter fact can have a very important practical applica-
tion, since varying the boride composition and forming solid
solutions of different composition it is possible to get alloys
with almost zero expansion within a wide temperature range
[16].
By now, the peculiarities of thermal properties of RB50
borides for R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Lu have been thoroughly
studied [11–13,15,17,18]. The goal of the present paper is to
analyze the properties of YbB50.
II. EXPERIMENT
The YbB50 sample synthesis was accomplished by the metal
reduction from its oxide similarly to other borides in its family
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FIG. 1. Experimental x-ray-diffraction pattern of YbB50 and the
difference between experimental data and scattering intensities cal-
culated by PowderCell 2.3 program.
[11–13]. According to the chemical analysis, the composition
of the synthesized sample corresponded to the formula of
YbB44.8. Hereafter, to denote the studied ytterbium boride
sample, we will use the accustomed stoichiometry YbB50.
Naturally, all the calculations were performed using the real
composition of our boride sample.
The crystal lattice parameters for YbB50 at 5–300 K a(T ),
b(T ), c(T ) and the unit–cell volume V (T ) = a(T )b(T )c(T )
were determined from Bragg diffraction angles for reflexes
(450), (162), (254), measured by a DRON-7.0 x-ray diffrac-
tometer using the x-ray helium cryostat. The x-ray tube with the
iron cathode was used [19–21]. The sample temperature was
measured by “copper-copper +0.1% iron” thermocouple. The
measurement accuracy was no lower than ±0.1 K. The x-ray
diffraction analysis of the synthesized sample did not reveal
any secondary phases. The angular positions of the peaks on
the x-ray scattering pattern correspond to the data generated by
the PowderCell 2.3 program for YbB50 structure (see Fig. 1).
The lattice parameters for the synthesized orthorhombic yt-
terbium boride with the space group Pbam at room temperature
are а = 16.573 ˚A, b = 17.587 ˚A, c = 9.4551 ˚A. The error of
the lattice parameters measurement was ±10−4 ˚A. This error
value was confirmed by the calibration measurements on the
silicon sample [19]. As one could expect, these values are
close to the data for the isostructural borosilicide YbB45.6Si1.0:
a = 16.636 ˚A, b = 17.644 ˚A, c = 9.488 ˚A [22], and for the
recently studied ytterbium boride YbB43.3: a = 16.5811 ˚A,
b = 17.5950 ˚A, c = 9.4647 ˚A [14]. The cross section of YbB50
structure in the ab plane is shown in Fig. 2.
The heat capacity of ytterbium boride was measured using
the adiabatic vacuum calorimeter with periodic heating [23,24]
at temperatures 2–300 K and a hybrid relaxation technique in
a Quantum Design PPMS instrument with a He-3 option at
temperatures between 0.5 and 30 K. The adiabatic conditions
during the calorimetric experiments were provided by the
system of screens surrounding the sample. The temperature of
the screen closest to the sample was automatically maintained
equal to the sample temperature accurate to ±0.0001 K. For
FIG. 2. The cross section of YbB50 structure in the ab plane with
a slight inclination of the c axis. 1 and 2: polyhedrons B12; 3: Yb
atoms.
this purpose, the ten-junction copper-copper +0.1% iron ther-
mocouple was employed in the feedback circuit of the screen
heat regulator. The sample temperature was measured by the
standard germanium (1.5–20 K) and platinum (12–350 K)
resistance thermometers. The inaccuracy of the measured
molar heat capacity was less than 3% at 2–20 K, then it
decreased to 1% at 60 K and remained within these values up
to room temperature. These error limits were confirmed by the
calibration measurements based on the sample of electrolyte
copper having the purity of 99.996% which was melted and
annealed in vacuum.
The magnetic susceptibility in the range of temperatures
from 1.8 K up to 300 K in the applied magnetic field of 1 kOe
and the field dependence of the low-temperature (T = 1.8 K)
magnetization were measured using a Quantum Design
MPMS-5 superconducting quantum interference device mag-
netometer.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Heat capacity
The temperature dependence of heat capacity C−p (T ) for
ytterbium boride YbB50 (Fig. 3) has the shape typical for
RB50 compounds: there is a smooth peak at low temperature
(Tmax ≈ 4.16 K), and close to linear dependence is observed at
temperatures in the range 150–300 K. Since the studied boride
is a semiconductor [22], it makes sense to review only the lat-
tice (phonon) and magnetic (caused by 4f electrons localized
at the Yb3+ ions) contributions to its heat capacity in the studied
temperature range. To a first approximation, we assume that
the lattice heat capacity of YbB50 is equal to the heat capacity
CLuB50(T ) of its isostructural diamagnetic counterpart LuB50
measured earlier and presented in Refs. [13,15]. Subtracting
the values of CLuB50(T ) from the measured heat capacity
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FIG. 3. Heat capacity of ytterbium borides. 1: YbB50 (2–300 K);
2: YbB50 (0.6–30 K); 3: YbB45.6Si1.0 [22].
CYbB50(T ), we obtained the magnetic subsystem contribution
C(T ) to the heat capacity of the ytterbium boride (Fig. 4).
It should be noted that the entropy change connected with the






dT + R ln 2 (1)
[the last term on the right-hand side of (1) is added to account
for the Kramers degeneracy of energy levels of the Yb3+ ions in
the absence of an external magnetic field; R is the gas constant]
approaches R ln 8 when T approaches room temperature. This
value of Sm corresponds to the degeneracy 2J + 1 of the
ground multiplet 2F7/2 of the Yb3+ ions with the total angular
momentumJ = 7/2. So, the obtained temperature dependence
of C(T ) can be interpreted in terms of thermal transitions
between the CF sublevels of the ground multiplet of the
Yb3+ ions. As it follows from negligible values of C(T )
for temperatures T > 300 K, the total splitting of the ground
multiplet 2F7/2 does not exceed 300 K, and we can neglect
FIG. 4. The excess heat-capacity component of YbB50. 1: ex-
perimental values of C(T ) = CYbB50(T ) − CLuB50(T ); 2: calculated
temperature dependence of CR(T ).
FIG. 5. Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) tem-
perature dependencies of the magnetic susceptibility of YbB50. Inset:
temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility.
mixing of this multiplet with the excited one, 2F5/2, in the
crystal field because the corresponding energy gap due to
the spin-orbit coupling exceeds 104 K [E(2F5/2) − E(2F7/2) =
7ζ/2, where ζ = 4270 K is the spin-orbit coupling constant
[25]].
B. Magnetic properties
Figure 5 features the temperature dependence of the mag-
netic dc susceptibility of YbB50. It should be noted that the
raw data for χ (T ) = M(T )/B obtained from measurements
of magnetization M in the field B = 1 kOe were corrected
by subtracting a small (but comparable to the susceptibility
value at room temperature) almost independent on temperature
positive contribution of unknown nature that was revealed
also in our measurements of the susceptibility of the LuB50
sample synthesized in similar conditions and in Ref. [26] for
different rare-earth borosilicides. The low-temperature part of
the renormalized susceptibility is close to the data presented
in Refs. [22,26] for the pseudoisostructural YbB45.6Si1.0.
In the temperature range from 50 to 300 K the inverse
susceptibility can be well approximated by the Curie-Weiss
behavior (see inset in Fig. 5) with the negative Curie-Weiss
temperature θ = −22 K and the effective magnetic moment
of 4.55 μB that is close to the magnetic moment 4.535 μB of
a free Yb3+ ion.
The measured field dependence of the magnetization of
YbB50 polycrystalline sample at a temperature of 1.8 K is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. The monotonous increase of the magnetization
with the field strength does not show any anomalies, and only a
weak tendency to saturation becomes noticeable at the highest
fields above 50 kOe.
Rare-earth ions occupy the Wyckoff 8i positions in the
Pbam structure and have the same energy spectra in zero
magnetic field. There are four magnetically nonequivalent
pairs of R3+ ions in the unit cell with coordinates ±(x,y,z),
±(x,y,−z), ±(x + 1/2,1/2 − y,z), ±(x + 1/2,1/2 − y,−z)
in the crystallographic Cartesian system of coordinates, how-
ever, all R3+ ions are equivalent in the magnetic fields
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(a) (b)
FIG. 6. (a) Measured (symbols) and simulated (solid lines) field
dependencies of the magnetization of YbB50 polycrystalline sample.
1: magnetic moment of a single Yb3+ ion averaged over the applied
field directions along the crystallographic a, b, and c axes; 2: the
renormalized magnetic moment in the frameworks of the molecular
field approximation. (b) Simulated magnetization of YbB50 single
crystal in magnetic fields directed along the a, b, and c axes. T =
1.8 K.
directed along the crystallographic axes. Below, for simplic-
ity, we use the same effective single-ion Hamiltonian for
all rare-earth ions in the sample assuming that an applied
magnetic field B is parallel to one of the crystallographic
axes.
Considering magnetic interactions between rare-earth ions
in the frameworks of the mean-field approximation, we can
write the effective Hamiltonian operating in the space of states
of the ground multiplet 2F7/2 of an Yb3+ ion as follows: H =










p (a2 = αJ , a4 = βJ , a6 = γJ )
(2)
is the CF Hamiltonian (Okp are the Stevens operators with
the corresponding reduced matrix elements ap [25], Bkp are
the CF parameters), the Zeeman interaction with the local
magnetic field Bloc = B + λ · M (M is the magnetization, and
λ is the molecular field tensor) is represented by the operator
HZ = gJμB J · Bloc (μB is the Bohr magneton, gJ = 8/7 is
the Landé factor), and the linear interaction of a rare-earth ion
with the lattice strains defined by the deformation tensor e is
represented by the operator Hel−def =
∑
αβ Qαβeαβ (electronic
operators Qαβ can be presented as linear combinations of the
Stevens operators similarly to HCF). Below we consider the
electron-deformation interaction as a perturbation. Different
physical properties of the equilibrium rare-earth subsystem can
be described using a free energy FR(T ,B,e) = −NkBT ln Z
where kB stands for the Boltzmann constant, N is the number
of the Yb3+ ions per unit volume, and Z = Tr[exp(−H/kBT )]
is the partition function. In particular, the heat capacity
CR = −∂2FR/∂T 2 is given by the expression





where angular brackets mean quantum-statistical
averaging, 〈A〉 = Tr[A exp(−H0/kBT )]/Z0, and Z0 =∑
i exp[−Ei(B)/kBT ], where Ei(B) are the eigenvalues of
the Hamiltonian H0. Similarly, we can obtain the following
expression for the magnetization M = −∇BFR:
M(Bloc) = −N〈gJμB J〉. (4)
The magnetization dependence on the external field M(B)
is determined by the self-consistent equation Bloc(M) = B +
λM where the nonlinear function Bloc(M) stands for the
inverse function (4).
The relative change of the system volume is determined
by the trace of a deformation tensor. So, to find the co-
efficient of volume thermal expansion βR = ∂Tr(e)/∂T in-
duced by the electron-deformation interaction, we can use the
minimum condition for the total free energy of the crystal
F = Fel + N〈Hel−def〉 that involves the elastic energy Fel =∑
αβγ δ Cαβγ δeαβeγ δ/2 (Cαβγ δ are the elastic constants) along
with the strain dependent terms in the free energy of the
rare-earth subsystem. Using the linear transformation in the
space of elastic tensor components, we can single out the term
Q0Tr(e) in Hel−def and obtain the following relative volume
change:
Tr(e) = −κN〈Q0〉, (5)
where κ stands for the isothermal compressibility. The coeffi-
cient of volume expansion takes the form
βR(T ) = −Nκ ∂
∂T




Only relative shifts of the energy levels are of importance,
and we denote differences of the diagonal matrix elements of
the operator Q0 in the basis of the eigenfunctions |i〉 of the
Hamiltonian H0 corresponding to energies Ei as follows (here
i = 0 refers to the ground state):
γi = −(〈i|Q0|i〉 − 〈0|Q0|0〉)/(Ei − E0). (7)
By analogy with the Grüneisen parameters of phonon modes
in crystals, the quantities defined in (7), γi = −∂ ln(Ei −
E0)/∂ ln V , can be called CF Grüneisen parameters [27]. The
explicit dependence of the coefficient of volume expansion on
parameters γi is presented below [28]:











In orthorhombic higher borides RB50, there are no symme-
try related restrictions on values of the CF parameters or any
relations between their values. However, it makes no sense
to work with the total set of 27 unknown CF parameters.
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The low-temperature Schottky anomaly in the heat capacity
(Fig. 4) evidences two closely spaced Kramers doublets as
the lowest sublevels of the 2F7/2 multiplet of Yb3+ ions. This
quasiquadruplet CF state indicates the dominant role of the
qubic component of the crystal field that splits a multplet with
the angular momentum J = 7/2 into two doublets 6, 7 and
a quadruplet 8. Thus, to describe the experimental data, we
introduced, as the first approximation, a model operating with
seven CF parameters Bkp which determine the cubic (B44 ,B46 ),
axial (along the C4 cubic axis, B02 ,B04 ,B06 ) and rhombic
(B22 ,B−22 ) CF components in the crystallographic system of
coordinates (x ‖ a, y ‖ b, z ‖ c). Small values of the rhombic
quadrupole field parameters (they are introduced to account for
possible magnetic anisotropy in the ab plane and practically do
not affect the values of other model parameters given below)
were fixed, [(B22 )2 + (B−22 )2]1/2 = 8 K. The five parameters of
the cubic and axial CF components were varied along with
the molecular field constant (for simplicity, the molecular field
tensor was approximated by a scalar λ) to fit the measured
temperature dependence of the heat capacity C(T ) and the
field dependence of the magnetization. For a given set of CF
parameters, the heat capacity of the Yb3+ ions was calculated
according to (3) using numerical diagonalization of the Hamil-
tonian HCF. Similarly, the magnetic moments of the Yb3+ ions
at 1.8 K were calculated versus local magnetic fields directed
along the mutually orthogonal crystallographic axes according
to (4) using numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H0.
Then, for a given value of the parameter λ, the self-consistent
dependencies of the single-ion moments mα (α = a,b,c) on
the external field Bα were obtained from graphical solutions of
the equations Bloc,α(mα) = Bα + 8λmα/V (here V is the unit-
cell volume containing eight rare-earth ions). The averaged
values of the magnetic moments,
∑
α=a,b,c mα/3, were com-
pared with the measured magnetization of the polycrystalline
sample.
From the fitting procedure, we obtained the following values
of the model parameters: B02 = 7.3, B04 = −9.4, B06 = −24.6,
B44 = −31.9, B46 = 467 (K), and 8λμB/V = −12 kOe. The
corresponding energies of the CF sublevels of the ground
multiplet of the Yb3+ ions in the zero magnetic field are 0,
10.4, 106.0, and 166.7 (in degrees Kelvin). The corresponding
temperature dependence of the heat capacity CR(T ) agrees
satisfactorily with the measured excess contribution of the
Yb3+ ions C(T ) (see Fig. 4). A higher intensity of the
calculated low-temperature peak can be explained as a result of
broadening and a corresponding suppression of the Schottky
anomaly due to magnetic interactions and random lattice
strains which are expected to be rather strong in real RB50
crystals containing a number of boron vacancies.
The calculated susceptibility χ0(T ) = (χaa + χbb + χcc)/3
of an isolated Yb3+ in the crystal field (here χαβ are com-
ponents of the single-ion susceptibility tensor) is much greater
(about three times more) than the measured susceptibility of the
polycrystalline YbB50 sample in the low-temperature region.
This provides evidence for strong suppression of the responses
of the ytterbium subsystem on external magnetic fields due
to antiferromagnetic interactions between the Kramers’ rare-
earth ions. An introduction of the molecular field leads to
the renormalization of the single-ion susceptibilities, and the
susceptibility of a polycrystalline sample takes the following
form (per mole):




3(1 − 8λχαα/V ) , (9)
where NA is the Avogadro number. As is seen in Fig. 5, the
calculated susceptibility χR(T ) matches well the experimental
data in the total range of available temperatures.
Assuming the Heisenberg isotropic exchange interac-
tions between ytterbium ions with total spin S (Hexch =
−Jex S1 S2), we can connect the molecular-field constant
λ introduced above with the exchange integrals Jex, λ =
V [(gJ − 1)/gJ ]2
∑
Jex/8μ2B , where the sum is taken over
neighbors of an ytterbium ion. The value of λ used in
simulations of the susceptibility corresponds to rather large
exchange energy of
∑
Jex = −50 K. As far as we know,
the largest exchange integral for a ytterbium dimer in ionic
compound Cs3Yb2Br9, Jex = −3.65 K, was found in Ref. [29].
Nevertheless, we had to introduce such strong antiferromag-
netic correlations to reproduce satisfactorily the measured
magnetization of YbB50 at low temperatures [see Fig. 6(a)].
As is seen in Fig. 6(b), the derived CF model brings remark-
able magnetic anisotropy of the XY type of the Yb3+ ions in
the ground state; this agrees qualitatively with the measured
low-temperature field dependence of the magnetization of the
YbB45.6Si1.0 crystal [22].
C. Lattice dynamics
A distinct anisotropy of thermal expansion was revealed
from temperature dependences of the lattice parameters and
the unit-cell volume of YbB50 (Fig. 7). The negative thermal
expansion along the a and b axes in wide temperature regions
of 5–150 K and 120–300 K, respectively, as well as close
to zero expansion along the c axis, should be noted. We
can compare temperature variations of the unit-cell volumes
of YbB50 [VYbB50(T )] and the diamagnetic boride LuB50
[VLuB50(T )] [13,15]. Assuming to the first approximation that
the lattice contributions Vlat(T ) to the volume expansion of
these isostructural borides are the same, we have done the
following: theVLuB50(T ) curve was moved by means of parallel
shift in the direction of the Y axis up to its contact with
the VYbB50(T ) dependence at the lowest temperatures of the
experiment (at about 5 K). We suppose that Vlat(T ) equals
the obtained new dependence V ∗LuB50(T ), and the difference
V (T ) = VYbB50(T ) − V ∗LuB50(T ) (Fig. 8, curve 1) is caused,
in our opinion, by the interaction of the ytterbium subsystem
(namely, localized 4f electrons) with the lattice strains. The
reliability of this assumption is confirmed by clear correlations
between the positions of the Schottky anomalies in the heat
capacity and the extremum temperatures in the temperature
dependence of the coefficient of volume expansion β(T ) =
(1/V )d(V )/dT presented by curve 2 in Fig. 8.
Using the expression (8) and values of γi as fitting pa-
rameters, we calculated the temperature dependence of the
volume thermal expansion βR(T ) for YbB50 (curve 3 in Fig. 8).
The satisfactory correspondence between the experimental
β(T ) and estimated βR(T ) dependencies was achieved with
the following Grüneisen parameters: γ1 = 42, γ2 = 65, γ3 =
−128. Such large absolute values of Grüneisen parameters are
characteristic of the CF effect on the thermal expansion of
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependencies of the lattice parameters and
unit-cell volume of YbB50.
rare-earth borides [11–13,15,17,18]. Note that similar values of
Grüneisen parameters were obtained in the studies of thermal-
expansion coefficients for alkali halides containing noncenter
ions [30]; it is possible that anomalies in thermal expansion
FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the difference between
the unit-cell volumes of YbB50 and LuB50, V = VYbB50(T ) −
V ∗LuB50(T ) (1), and the anomalies in the thermal-expansion coefficients
β (2) and βR (3) of YbB50.
of rare-earth borides are caused by strong coupling between
electronic and lattice degrees of freedom corresponding to CF
excitations and tunneling of rare-earth ions in peanut cages in
the boron sublattice, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION
The comprehensive study of the YbB50 thermal and mag-
netic properties within the wide range of temperatures made
it possible to reveal the anomalies in the studied properties,
caused by the specific boride crystal structure as well as the
antiferromagnetic interactions in its magnetic subsystem.
It is found that the crystal-field impact on the YbB50
thermal and magnetic properties is significant. The prominent
anomalies in heat capacity, thermal expansion, and magnetic
properties were satisfactorily described by the CF model.
Analysis of the measured temperature dependence of the heat
capacity from 0.6 K up to room temperature and of the low-
temperature magnetic properties did not reveal anomalies that
could be attributed to magnetic ordering processes (transition
to antiferromagnetic phase) or to the formation of a spin-
glass state. An analysis of the magnetic susceptibility and
magnetization of YbB50 in the studied temperature range
made it possible to obtain values of the parameters of the
crystal field, and confirmed the reliability of the results of
a joint calorimetric and x-ray-scattering studies of the low-
temperature thermal properties. The peculiar behavior of the
lattice constants a(T ), b(T ), c(T ) and the unit-cell volume
V (T ) dependencies containing wide regions of almost zero or
negative expansion should be also noted. These peculiarities of
YbB50 thermal expansion are of significant interest both from
a scientific and a practical point of view.
The microscopic model is derived that allowed us to repro-
duce successfully the experimental data. The distinguishing
feature of this model is the dominant cubic component of
the crystal field defined by the six-rank spherical tensor
operators and the strong suppression of the quadrupole and
hexadecapole components. It is well known that the sets of CF
parameters of rare-earth ions in isomorphic compounds are
reliable if they vary monotonously along the lanthanide series.
Our preliminary results of simulations of thermodynamic and
magnetic properties of TmB50 and ErB50 (thulium and erbium
are the nearest and the next-nearest neighbors of ytterbium,
respectively) by making use of the parameters obtained in the
present work confirm the validity of the proposed CF model.
The calculated energy patterns, in particular, the quasitriplet
and the quasiquadruplet as the ground states of Tm3+ and Er3+
ions, respectively, and the corresponding magnetic character-
istics are consistent, at least qualitatively, with the available
experimental data [11,12,26].
However, obviously, it is necessary to conduct the experi-
ments on neutron diffraction for clear understanding of what
is occurring in magnetic subsystems of higher borides RB50
as the temperature decreases.
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